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THE METHODOF FBOGBESSIONOF SOMELAND OPEBCULATESFBOM
JAMAICA.

BY AMOS1". HKOWN,PlI. D,

Certain opcrculate land snails from Jamaica, c.'^pecially members

of the genera Anniihtria, Culobosti/his, Tudora, Adanisiella and tlieir

allie.s in the Ericiidce, move very raiiidly as comjiarrd to oilier land

snails of similar size. They are not only rapid in their movements,

but erratic; they chanpe the direction ot movement abruptly. AH
are very timid, and quick to contract the body within the shell when

disturbed; a shadow thrown on one crawling in the sun is sufficient

to cause contraction, and the animal then releases hold of the surface

on which it is crawling and drops to the ground. In collecting, it is

necessary to avoid startling them by a jar of the surface on which

they are progressing, otherwise they instantly fall and are lost in the

leaf-covered surface of the ground. This character, no doubt, is a

protective one from birds and other enemies, as land crabs, mon-

goose, etc.

In crawling, when undisturbed, the motion is rapid; but, as noted,

its direction may be changed rapidly. This rapid change of direc-

tion is possible on account of the shortness of the surface of contact

of the loot and also on account of the fact that the actual surface of

contact does not involve the whole foot at any time. Observations

made upon Adamsiella variabilis (C. B. Ad.), A. ignilabris (C. B.

Ad.), A. irrorata Gloyne, Colobostyhis jay anus (C. B. Ad.), C. jay-

anus rufilabi-is (C. B. Ad.), C. bnnksiunus (Sow.), C. bronnii (C. B.

Ad.), Tudora arinatn (C. B. Ad.), Annularia Jimbriatala (iSow.) and

Stoastoma pisum (C. B. Ad.) show that all the above land operculates
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possess {liis type of mnvcmeiit. The rm-tliml of progres ion of Ad-

amsielld irrorata Gloyne, CoLjhost ijlna broniiu (C B. A<1.) and

Tudora ariiiala (C. 1>. Ad.) lias breii cartd'ully btndied (Voin S|)eci-

mens obtained in Jauiaicn during the past summer (^1 910), and an

account of tiieir movements will apply in general to all ot the above

species.^

Unlike' most snails, the entire under surface of the foot is not

applied to the surface upon which they move, but they wdk on the

edges of the foot only. The foot, when retracted into the shell, folds

down the median line of the under surface; and, when protruded for

walking, this same form is retained, so that ordinarily only the two

outer surfaces are involv(Hl. A wave of contiaction, lifting a portion

ot this edge of the l'o(U, proceeds iVom tiie posterior to the anterior,

the wave moving foiward altei-nately on the two margins of the foot,

and with its advance, first on the right side and then on the left,

producing a swaying gait that is characteristic of the movement of

all the land operculates above enumerated. The wave m.ovement is

quite independent in tlie two sides of the foot, and this is easily seen

when the animal is examined from the under side, when crawling

orer a surface of glass. As the wave passes off at the anterior end

of the foot on one side the succeeding wave begins at the posterior

end on the other side, and thus the animal acquires the waddling or

swaying gait characteristic of this type of movement. As the wave

passes off anteriorly a part of the foot is lifted and moved forward;

as the wave appears at the posterior end' a part of the foot is lifted

and moved forward also, so that seen from the front or rear espe-

cially, the animal seems to be walking upon stumpy legs, and the

movement recalls that of an elephant as seen from the rear. The

trail made, when moving over dry surfaces (as the animals normally

have to when in their native habitat), is double, only the edges of

the foot being involved, and this double trail may always be seen

when these snails are actively moving about. The details of the

movement in the three species that were especially examined is given

below.

Colobostyhis hromiii (C. B. Ad.), Figure 3. This species is larger

' In a recent paper on the raollusca of Mandeville, Jamaica, by Pilsbry and

Brown this mode of progression is briefly described ii.s it was observed ia

Colobosty las jay anus rMfilabris (C. B. Ad.) and in Tudora armata (C. B. Ad.).

See Proc. Acad. Nat. Sci., Sept., 1910, p. 522.
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than either of the other two examined, the shell measuring IG mm. in

height, with a greatest width of 1"2 mm. The foot is ashy-gray, the

rostrum darker, the eyes black, and the tentacles a bright aurora-red.

Its movements, while rapid as compared to ordinary snails, are more

deliberate than tiiose of T, ariiuUa or A. inorata. The length of the

foot when crawling is generally 9 or 10 nun.; the width varies from

5 to 4 mm., being narrower when the movenient is most rapid. The

waves proceed from the posterior to the anterior alternately on either

side, requiring about 7 to 8 seconds for the passage of the wave the

entire length of the foot, or the wave moves forward about 1.5 mm.
per second. The alternate waves on the two lobes of the foot follow

each other with an interval of about 5 seconds, or they are 0-7 mm.
apart on the two lobes when both waves can be seen together. The

rate of progression is quite rapid, varying from 2.5 to 3 mm. per

wave, or 12 double waves were observed to advance the animal 70

mm., which is an average rate of progression per minute. The sur-

face of contact of the edge of the foot involved in the movement

varies from I mm. wide on each side with a median interspace of 2

mm., when moving on dry or dusty surfaces, to 1.5 mm. on each

side with a somewhat smaller interspace, when moving on a smooth,

Don-absorbent surface like glass. The trail is notably double there-

fore, and the two parallel marks are somewhat irreguhir in outline.

When moving, the shell is carried balanced on the operculum, and

to obtain this balance requires some care on the part ol the animal,

but once the shell is adjusted to the proper position thesmimal moves

evenly, the shell swaying from side to side from the passage of the

alternate waves of conlraclion of the foot. The balancing of the

shell on the operculum was common to all of the three species exam-

ined, and undoubtedly it seems to distribute ihc weight more evenly

on the loot, at the same lime raising the shell quite clear of the sur-

face on which the animal is moving.

As the foot of this Fpecies is largo, the character of the wave

movement may be readily studied. A pait of the edge of the foot is

raised from the surface on which the animal is moving, involving in

the fold produced about 3 mm., with a clear space of 1 mm. wide,

and the fold is usually 2.5 mm. high with a clear opening of more

than 1 mm. This hiatus moves forward at the rate of 1.5 mm. per

second, and wIkmi it readies the anterior entl of the foot this edge is

tlirust forward as it is raised, so that when it is applied again to the
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surface it looks, as has been stated, as though the animal was pro-

gressing by steps. This appearance is very striking when the animal

is viewed from in front, but when viewed from the rear the regular

alternation of the apparent steps strongly recalls the movement of an

elephant, as noted above. In either position, the lifting of the edge

of the foot as the wave passes off, gives the animal the appearance of

advancing by leisurely strides.

Tudora armata (C. B. Ad.). In this species the wave movement

is similar to that in G. bronnii, but it is somewhat more rapid, and

the waves follow each other at a shorter interval; nevertheless the

forward movement of the shell is slower on account of the shorter

wave, being about 50-60 mm. per minute. The foot, when the ani-

mal is moving, is about 8 mm. long by 3 to 4 mm. wide; the surface

of contact is about 1 mm. on each edge of the foot, with an inter-

space of seme 1 ram. between the two sides of the foot when actively

moving. The passage of the wave the entire length of tlie foot re-

quires about 5 seconds; the alternate waves follow each other every

4 seconds, so that the two waves can generally be seen simultaneously

if the moving animal is examined from the underside. Seen in this

way the two waves of contraction are about 5 mm. apjirt, and the

form of the foot resembles a swelled barleycorn. In crawling, the

shell is balanced on the middle of the operculum, and the swaying

gait is even more noticeable than in tlip last, from the pro[)ortionately'

greater length of tlie shell, which in this species measures: length,

1;") mm.; width, 8 mm. Of course in all cases the first half of the last

whorl rests on the operculum. The foot of this species is of a slaty-

gray color, the tentacles and rostrum darkei", and the eyes black.

Aihimsiella irrorata Gloyne, Figures 1 and 2. This species is

quickei" in its niovenients than either of the others examined, but the

actual distance traversed in unit time is less than in C. bronnii or T.

ormaUu The wave motion is rapid; the wave of contraction traverses

liie entire length of the foot from back to front in 2 seconds, and the

waves follow each other every 3 seconds on each side, or there are 40

wav"s per minute, 20 on each side. The distance traversed in tliis

time is about 50 mm. Tlie shells vaiy in size, but the foot is about

7 n)m. long when the animal is in motion; its width is about 3-4 mm.
As is the case with the other species, the shell is normally carried bal-

anced on the o[)erculum, the round of ihe penultimate wliorl resting

in the hollow of the rather small, circular operculum. As this is so
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small (3 mm. in diameter) it requires considerable adjustment to get

the shell properly balanced upon it, and it usually requires several

trials before the shell is finally placed in the proper balance. The

animal moves forward until the body is on a strain, then the shell is

hitched forward and over the operculum, on which it sometimes

catches at the first trial; more often this maneuver has to be repeated

several times before the shell is caught in the cup of the operculum.

When the balance is finally eflected the animal moves steadily away,

but with the rocking gait characteristic of the group. This species

is excessively timid, closing at the slightest jar, or when a shadow

falls upon it, and it then drops fr )m the surface on which it is crawl-

ing to the ground, and may lie still for several minutes before the

animal is again extended. On the other hand, it is vi'ry active and

quick in its movements, and liable to change its direction of motion

at any point.

In this species the body is of a pale yellowish flesh color, with a

darker brownish pigmented mass down the back and running into

the rostrum and tentacles. The foot is the same color as the rest of

the body that is protruded from the shell.

Comparing the three species upon which exact observations were

made, the results may be tabulated as follows:

Comparison of motion of C. bronnii, T. feeundum and A. irrorala.

Species.

Colobostylus bronnii

Tudora feeundum .

.

Adamsiella irrorata.

.-

^

S '3
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were obtained, has been examined as to its method of prc;'ression,

Figure 4. It is that of the ordinary snail, the under side of the foot

being in total contact with the surface over which it moves. Observed

from the under side when the animal is actively crawling over a sur-

face of glass, the foot is seen to be extended to a length of 20 mm., or,

including the labial tentacles and head segment, 24 mm.; the tentacles

may be protruded about 8 mm. more. The foot proper shows a central

muscular portion extending its entire length, about 3 mm. wide ante-

riorly and tapering to less than 1 mm. wide posteriorly; it is bounded

for its entire length on each side by an area that corresponds to the

edge of the foot on which the above operculates move. This has

apparently the structure of the upper surface of the foot and is not

involved in the muscular contractions during locomotion; it does not

appear to be traversed by the contractile muscles. When the under

side of the foot is observed d.uring active motion of the animal, the

middle band of the foot is seen to contract in a series of waves which

traverse, the length of the foot in about 10 seconds, or at a rate of 2

mm. per second. These waves follow each other closely; there are

about 50 to 60 waves per minute. They move from the anterior to

the posterior end of the foot, in the reverse direction of the wave

movement described above for the other species. The foot is not so

firm as in the above species, and while the operculum is placed under

the shell it does not support it, as in the case of Colohoslylus^ Tudorw

and Adamsiella. The motion is j)erfectly even, rather slow, and of

course there is no swaying of the shell from side to side which is so

characteristic of the other species described.

The movement of Stoastoma pisum (C. B. Ad.) resembles that of

the above species of Colobustylus, Tiidora, etc., and it has undoubtedly

been observed (thougii not described), for Chitty gives a figure of

this species crawling wiiich shows plainly the raised margin of the

foot, due to the passage of the wave. The figure is unaccompanied

by any description of this character of the animal.

NOTESON SOMELAND SNAILS FROMKENTUCKY.

BY V. STERKI.

On September 25th last I had a few hours to look for snails at

MiiysviJle, Mason Co., Ky., in the Ohio Valley. The place was the

steep northeast slope of a limestone hill and on its top, for the most


